Lord Albert makes some fair points, but we want to add
some additional perspective. We have indeed been (and still
are) supportive of what TRF is doing to continue the
improvements to the grounds. We admire the guy and his
commitment to TRF. However, given this, and also given the
nicely detailed description of the demerit program that was
made available, we were flabbergasted to hear so many
reports of apparent abuse of the new program. These
reports came from reputable people that have contributed
to this little publication in the past. In the interest of not
fanning the fire any further, we will refrain from
speculating where the dichotomy of viewpoint is coming
from. We would also caution Lord Albert, as well as our
dear readers, not to paint descriptions of us in absolutes
for repeating rumors, since after all, that is our business.
We will say this: We have an accord with Lord Albert that
we will get TRF’s official side to any serious issues that may
(make that WILL) crop up in the future to present
alongside of what we hear from our readers and secret
agents. You will have to decide what to believe.
Now, about that last paragraph in the response… We are
quite sure that Lord Albert doesn’t really expect any of the
Editors or Staff of TRF(WTF?) to prance up to the Little
Shoppe of Horrors and say “Here we are!” for nice chin wag
about the issues of the day. We are after all, the voice of
the people. To insure that we can continue to be such, we
will stay behind our great wall of technology and run things
by remote as always.
This adventure has resulted in the strongest reaction ever
seen from TRF management. We remind everyone that we
are not here to be the bane of TRF, never have, never will
be. Our intentions are always to bring rumors, dissent or
problems into the open instead of letting them fester in
the shadows. We believe that has been achieved once again.
We are big enough to read a critique of our efforts from
Lord Albert without breaking out in a bad case of drama, or
running to our rooms to cry. We thank Lord Albert for
taking time to respond.

The highlights of the shenanigans from last weekend
seemed to focus on the parking lots and included an
individual of unknown character that wanted to play bumper
cars with others that didn’t want to play, and a reported
swordfight that didn’t seem to result in any injuries. On the
plus side, attendance seemed to be pretty good as a result
of some truly spectacular weather. It did seem for the
most part, that the crowds were a bit blasé at many of the
shows. Not sure why, but a general state of inebriation
could be to blame.
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Yes, it is that time again where you get to nominate
someone you feel is destined for greatness for our
Rockstar Award for 2013. If someone has gone above and
beyond to promote TRF, a show, a shoppe, or has just been
an inspiration this year, send us their name and why they
deserve the award to trfwtf@yahoo.com The results will be
presented in the year-end issue!
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